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ABSTRACT

Programming education has recently received increased attention due to growing demand for programming and information technology skills. However, a lack of teaching materials and human resources presents a major challenge to meeting this demand. One way to compensate for a shortage of trained teachers is to use machine learning techniques to assist learners. This article proposes a learning path recommendation system that applies a recurrent neural network to a learner’s ability chart, which displays the learner’s scores. In brief, a learning path is constructed from a learner’s submission history using a trial-and-error process, and the learner’s ability chart is used as an indicator of their current knowledge. An approach for constructing a learning path recommendation system using ability charts and its implementation based on a sequential prediction model and a recurrent neural network, are presented. Experimental evaluation is conducted with data from an e-learning system.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer science skills, once only required for people who specialize in information and technology fields, are now incorporated in school curricula sometimes even in elementary school (Joint Task Force on Computing Curricula, Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and IEEE Computer Society, 2013). In programming education, it is important to learn not only language constructs but also algorithms and data structures, because they are basis of modern applications, including those related to artificial intelligence, data analysis, combinatorics, geometry, and numerical analysis. The classification of teaching materials is highly desirable because it would allow programming learners to determine what they want to learn and what they should avoid. Some e-learning systems allow problems and materials to be tagged to categorize them for a computer science curriculum. There is a large amount of learning materials related to this field, so people should be able to effectively study toward their individual goals. It is also important to consider the learning process to make learning more meaningful for students. However, in the computer science education, few ideas and services focus on teaching algorithms and data structures. Learning order could be critical for self-learners,
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especially for programming education, because syntax, data structures, and programming techniques, such as recursive algorithms, should be learned in the appropriate order.

Many online judge (OJ) systems, which are online environments that test the validity of computer programs, have been established. They are used by students and engineers to learn programming skills (Wasik, Antczak, Badura, Laskowski, and Sternal, 2016). A key point when studying programming with OJ systems is the selection of suitable problems. By considering the user’s past actions, current skills, and objectives in a specific field, awareness computing can help users avoid wasting time on problems that are too difficult and thus frustrating. Users do not need to be experts in all fields of programming. They should study programming according to their software development needs or interests in a specific field. For this task, OJ systems can support learners according to their needs and provide guidelines.

For Aizu Online Judge (AOJ) system¹ (Aizu Online Judge, 2004-2018; Watanobe, 2015), which is the main focus of this research, around 2,000 problems have been registered so far, and there is a function to tag problems with a genre. The user can thus find specific problems using tag. In addition, for UVa Online Judge (UVaOJ) system² (Valladolid, 1995-2018), about 4,300 problems have been registered. They are categorized with specific problem classification into various problem types. For example, AOAPC I: Beginning Algorithm Contests, a course on UVaOJ, contains over 300 problems, each of which is in a specific category. In general, it is difficult to find specific problems on an OJ if there is no index of categories because typical OJ systems have a huge number of problem sets from past programming contests.

This paper proposes a recommendation system that identifies problems based not only on the user’s past actions recorded by the OJ system but also on the user’s objectives and desired learning path.

Specifically, current abilities and objectives of users in OJ system for each field are considered in the recommendation. By considering the current abilities of both the target user and other users, a more personalized recommendation system can be realized. However, due to the complexity of the relationship between users and problems, the recommendation scenario in an OJ system is different from that for typical e-commerce recommendation (Toledo, Mota, and Martinez, 2018).

This paper proposes an ability chart, which displays the learner’s scores and the user’s objective score for constructing a personalized recommendation system. After a user inputs their objective scores for each field in the chart, the system will suggest one or more problems to be solved next to achieve the target score. The learning path, which is a sequence constructed from the user’s submission history using a trial-and-error process plays the role of a teacher in our experiment. According to the sequence of the user’s submissions, the next suitable problem, which is unlikely to make the learner frustrated, is selected for achieving their objective. The objective of this research is to predict and recommend problems that should be solved next by users by analyzing their learning path. In general, a learning object (e.g., a problem) has several categories that indicate topics or fields. The proposed system can be practically applied not only to the programming field, but also to other kinds of e-learning fields. In this paper, the proposed system is applied to a learning object in an online judge system.

The recommendation is performed by predicting the learning path. After cluster analysis is applied to detect groups of similar users, a long short-term memory (LSTM) network is used. A LSTM is a special kind of recurrent neural network (RNN) used to prevent the vanishing/exploding gradient problem for prediction with sequential data. An RNN is a type of neural network (NN) that is especially suitable for sequential data, such as sound signals. An RNN uses memory to store previously processed data. This architecture is superior for sequential prediction compared to other kinds of neural networks. In this paper, several kinds of LSTM networks, whose characteristics are suitable for sequence prediction, are used as a model in neural network training. In addition to LSTM networks, gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) network is applied. Like LSTMs, GRUs were designed to combat the exploding/vanishing gradient problem that vanilla RNNs suffer from, as well as provide longer-term memory. Models with several parameters and sufficient user information from the OJ system are evaluated in terms of execution time and sequential prediction of the learning path. The implementation and evaluation are conducted with data from AOJ.
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